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In collaboration with local communities and technical partners worldwide, 

the Cultural Restoration Tourism Project (CRTP) combines volunteerism and 

tourism to mobilize the human and financial capital needed to restore 

cultural and architectural heritage sites that communities hold sacred and 

are on the brink of extinction. 
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From the time that local community representatives contacted CRTP with 

the aim to restore the Chhairo Gompa, CRTP volunteers have worked side 

by side, and stone by stone with Thakalis, Tibetans and the local people of 

Chhairo to rebuild and restore the monastery. 



Together, they hope to revive the Buddhist faith amongst the youth of the 

region, to restore a common pride in their architectural and cultural 

heritage and to unite and serve the ethnically diverse people of the region 

by creating opportunities for social and economic advancement. 



The original community of the Chhairo Gompa – the Thakali people of 

Tukuche – were middlemen on the ancient trans-Himalayan salt-grain 

trading route, and would walk two hours north along the Kali Gandaki River 

to worship at the Chhairo Gompa since the beginning of the 8th century.



The closing of the Nepal/China border in the 1960s caused the trans-

Himalayan trade to screech to a halt, instigating a mass exodus of Thakali 

peoples from Tukuche, as well as the social and religious orientation away 

from Tibetan Buddhism to their north towards Nepalese Hinduism to their 

south. 



The Chhairo Gompa and many other religious sites in the region became 

casualties of political change.

The conservation and rehabilitation of the Chhairo Gompa restores 

meaning to this sacred site and to this historic geography.



Chhairo Gompa, encircled by an ancient grove of Juniper trees, 

lies on the East bank of the Kali Gandaki River.



This suspension bridge spans the Kali Gandaki River and leads to the Chhairo Gompa, the Village of 

Chhairo and the Namgyaling Chairok Tibetan Refugee Camp. The Kali Gandaki River, a left bank 

tributary of the Ganges in India, forms the Earth’s deepest gorge (8000m deep).



Women and men from Chhairo, along with local artisans and conservators from the region, are 

employed as partners in the restoration of the Chhairo Gompa and work alongside CRTP volunteers.



Lama Shashi Dhoj Tulachan is one of the leaders within the local community and on the restoration project. 

Once his quarters are reconstructed, he will reside at the monastery as an active Buddhist Rinpoche. A 

master artist of traditional thangka paintings, he is restoring the artwork within the shrine room and chapel, 

while teaching his craft to novice monks, CRTP volunteers and all other enthusiastic students. 



A Tibetan girl who lives in a refugee camp nearby lends a hand in restoration work as 

Lama Shashi Dhoj Tulachan and the Project Manager from John Sanday Associates Pvt. 

Ltd. (an architecture firm based in Kathmandu who manages the technical aspects of the 

project) discusses the plans for the monk’s quarters. 



With the reconstruction of the Gyalpo Tower nearly completed, the project is focused on rebuilding 

the Lama and Monks quarters. A vital stage of the restoration project, enabling the return of a local 

Buddhist community to reside at the Gompa so it can once again become a center for Buddhist 

teaching, practice, retreat and meditation.



A CRTP volunteer and a woman from the Village of Chhairo work together to move stones 

along a chain of ready hands until it is finally dressed and laid on the new wall by the mason.  



A local mason and his team rebuild the first load bearing wall for the new Lama’s quarters. 



Sifting dirt on-site to use in the building of the retaining and load bearing walls.



CRTP volunteer joins a group of Nepali women who have devoted many seasons of hard labor to 

the restoration of the monastery. 



The community’s commitment to the restoration of the Chhairo Gompa has enabled CRTP 

and its partners to see the value of its project model in practice – a cross-cultural, 

community-based approach to cultural heritage conservation that relies on the integration of 

local knowledge, local participation and volunteer tourism.



The local youth who will benefit from the revitalization of the Chhairo Gompa.

(Left to right) The Lhakhang (Main Shrine) at Chhairo Gompa | Shree Saraswati Tibetan School, Chairok Tibetan 

Camp (500m from the monastery) | Shree Chhairo Primary School, Village of Chhairo



“My favorite moment occurred on the first morning at the work site. I worked with the 

women, moving rocks and shoveling dirt. Mostly we communicated with our eyes and our 

smiles. Eventually we took a break, and they invited me to sit and have an apple with them.”

-CRTP Volunteer, Summer 2010 



“Volunteerism really means immersing yourself into another culture without reservation 

and/or judgment… I felt like a fellow human participant on this project - not a tourist at all. ”

-CRTP Volunteer, Summer 2010 
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